
FSBO Madness... doing 2-3k/week (or a day) from ads in 
your paper 

As with each and every module presented any of them can revolutionize everything in your 
company, dramatically rocket your income and change your life - regardless of your situation 
right now - if you don't take action, don't give yourself credit for the reasons... fix them! 

Take part in the community - don't be passive, get yourself out there, make friends, share, 
partner, ask questions, support - follow through on the promises that you made to be here. 

I really mean that, I appreciate all the great feedback and I know everybody has committed to 
keep up with your payments - which I appreciate (Thank You) - but please don't think that's all 
that is expected of you; there is a community relying on YOU for input. 

Help... and be helped. 

End of lecture. 

Let's get started. 

Rundown - in one sentence here's what we'll be covering: 

How to set up paydays on any given day of the week - this is how to take the Agent 
Fistfight Model and put it on steroids.  

Details: 

When we're done here you'll know exactly - 

How to use the FSBO section of any local paper, online site or newspaper site as your personal 
ATM 

How to start from scratch and get paid thousands of dollars in a single day without buying a 
house, writing an offer, going to Home Depot, "networking" and (gasp) without sending a 
single tweet?!? 

How to build your company on cash flow and start hiring immediately, with Leveraged Hires 
and Positioned Access 

How to get information from sellers that nobody else on the planet is going to get 

How to get $3,000 - $5,000 from each broker you work with (wait 'til you see some examples) 

Background 

This is all probably illegal, against Twitter rules and won't work in your area, so look into it... or 
don't , it doesn't matter to any of us... (that's my disclaimer) 



We started this by being overwhelmed with sellers - connected them with agents - took a cut 

For every example I'm going to leave out the 25% back end, why?  Because 25% it won't work 
in your area... 

Here's the deal: almost all FSBOs will list their property eventually (after thousands, headaches, 
etc.) - you set appointments with 3-5 top agents to come in one after the other in one 
afternoon - the winner pays you $500 - $1,000 that day for the listing. 

That's the summary of the core model 

These guys have added to it (understatement) 

Process - Positioned Access Organizations/Interviews: 

Hire, Reverse Hire or (preferably) Leveraged Hire for Intern, high school, etc. 

Interviews are done with agents, FSBOs - by hires and with sponsors 

Need: FSBO appointments arranged, agents to come "bid", monetize (front/back end) 

Maintain consistency 

Interview 

Can do this "fast" (lazy) way - just call them direct - not recommended 

Better ways - with a school/church or some other public group like that, use Leverage Hire 

Best way - Positioned Access, with a school/church and a Leveraged Hire (the Perfect Storm) 

Positioned Access 

Can be set up in day  

Partners include (cops, journalists, AGs, FBI, judges, wardens, prison guards, prisoners, military 
officers) 

"Interviews" conducted regularly (research, background, project, etc.) 

Interviews will be conducted by Leverage Hire 

Sponsored by YOU or an arranged party - DO NOT SPONSOR YOUR OWN INTERVIEWS 

Steps 

Create PA Organization 

Leverage Hire a researcher/s from schools, churches, colleges, etc. 



They conduct interviews with sellers and arrange a appointments  

Then interviews are done with agents and brokers (Providers) to Service the appointments 

Payments arranged and settled the day of appointments 

After Council is created - 

LH - 

Churches, VFWs, schools, YAC, etc. - split profits, excellent for positioning 

Interns 

Standard Tot - TT - Terminator 

Examples: 

Consumer Research Manager - you will conduct and eventually oversee phone 
conversations and report on consumer activity.  Three days unpaid training, $15/hour start.  
After first successful month $1,000/week base.  For interview contact Kay at 212-555-0557 

INTERN POSITION: Research Assistant Needed - (council) in search of real estate 
researchers.  Four days unpaid training, after that starting pay $500/week. 

Work 3 Days Free: Then I'll beg To Pay You -  (council)'s local chapter needs research and 
development teams. Needs general attitude of badassery. If you're wanting to learn how to 
make a living off of real estate this *is* for you. Call Kay for an interview today: 212-555-0557.  

NOTICE:  We've recently started working with a sponsor, the Real Estate (Council), and we're 
looking for volunteers who want to help in their research.  If you want to learn more about real 
estate, potentially earn some side money and help the church please apply now... 

NOTICE:  Real estate (Council) looking for Internships.  10 hours a week and unpaid training 
initially.  Full time work with $1,000/week available if you impress.  If you want to learn more 
about real estate and business building then apply now, great for resumes.   

Positioning Intros -  
Remember Partners (cops, journalists, AGs, FBI, judges, wardens, prison guards, prisoners, 
military officers) 

Build a relationship with Partners - find out what they want to know... and find it out... 

Examples: 

"Hi this is Tricia with the Hamtpon Public Board of Real Estate Investors and right now we're 
doing a/an story/article/feature on investor scams.." 



"Hi this is Millie with the Ohio Home Safety Council and we're..." 

"Hi this is Millie with the Colorado Public Auto Safety Advisory and we're..." 

Proper Positioning turns... 

This: 
"Hi this is Max with the Midtown Library Landscaping Council, we're looking for attorneys to 
interview about..." 
Turns into: 
"Hi this is Max with the Midtown Library Landscaping Council, we're working with the Chicago 
Tribune on an article and we'd like to interview you for..." 
"Hi this is Max with the Midtown Library Landscaping Council, I just spoke with Army Captain 
Smith about a research project and we'd like you for..." 
"Hi this is Max with the Midtown Library Landscaping Council, we're in touch with the FBI on the 
homicide/fraud/etc. and we'd like to get your opinion on..." 
 

FSBO Examples... 

"Hi this is Sunny with the Chayenne County Real Estate recorder's office and we're doing an 
article based on surveys and statistics of local ‘for sale by owner’ single family residential 
homes...." 
 
"Hi this is Max with the Johnson High School real estate Council, right now we're interviewing 
for sale by owners in Delta for a research project, we're also promoting some of the homes to a 
list of 814 buyers so if you could get back to me for a quick interview I'd really appreciate it.  
You can call us at 212-555-0557, Thanks." 
 
"Hi this is Max with the Shelby Northern Church, right now we're doing a research project with 
the (COUNCIL) and we're interviewing for sale by owners, after doing the interview we're taking 
some of the homeowners we interview and sending those homes to the homebuyers on our 
church database of over 5,000.  Your house may not sell from our church members, but it 
might help so if you'd like to get your house out there a little and help us with our research 
we'd really appreciate it.  Again this is Max with Northern Church at 212-555-0557, Thanks." 
 
Other Intro examples... 
 
"Hi this is Max with the (Council) we're interviewing local for sale by owners for an upcoming 
article in Chicago Tribune..." 
 
"Hi this is Max with the (Council) and we're working with the attorney general on real estate 
scams in (City)..." 
 



"Hi this is Max with the (council) and we're scheduling bus tours right now and looking for the 
best houses to put on the tour, if you think you're house would be a good candidate..." 
 
More Partner examples... 
 
Newspaper: 
 
Hi (First_name), 
 
I noticed your real estate articles and I'm working on a research project with the Johnson High 
School and the Dade Real Estate Trust and I'd love to interview you... 
 
I noticed your real estate articles and I'm working on a research project with the Johnson High 
School and the Dade Real Estate Trust and I'd love to share some of our results with  interview 
you... 
 
I will let you know of the results so when your next article covering this issue is published you 
will be able to use my data. 
 
Please let me know when that article will be and also please let me know if you have any 
suggestions. 
 
Thanks! 
 
AG 
 
Hi this is Kay with the (Council) we're interview the AG for (State/s) and we'd like your input on 
some of the scams that potentially entering (City)... 
 
Agents - we'll get to later 
 
Can be VM/email 
 
Interview with seller... 
Be genuinely curious 
Play dumb 
Extract usable and quotable market data 
 
Different approaches: 
Scale questions - on a scale of 1-5/1-10 how would rate your... 
Multiple choice 
Leading - most sellers notice they are spending three times as much, would you say... 



Yes/No or True/False 
Open ended (usually not the best idea) 
 
Examples: 
So how long have you been trying to sell your house? 
How much has it cost? 
How much do you anticipate it will cost? 
Let's breakdown the cost?  (bring up cleaning, time off work, opportunity costs, repairs, etc.) 
Is this easier than you thought it would be or harder? 
Do you find yourself being harassed by investors or real estate agents? 
What are your options if the home doesn't sell? 
When will you do that? 
Have you already moved into a new home? 
Have you experienced any hair loss as a result of the stress of selling your home by yourself? 
 
Interjection of facts 
Did you know 80% of FSBOs will list their house? 
Are you familiar with the landscaping impacts on price? 
Of the top 10 agents, seven of them pay for themselves with their clients, have you seen that 
data? 
 
Information you're looking has to do with - 
Actual costs 
Attitudes 
Situational factors 
 
Examples: 
Over half of sellers admit to "using" realtors to price their home. 
Over one out of three sellers say they would "go around" who brought a buyer 
Over seven out of ten FSBOs would work with an agent that they "trust" NOT because of 
money 
 
The better your information, the better your influence. 
 
Sponsor 
 
Vitally important part of the interview - 
 
"Great, we appreciate your input and by the way the church/Council/etc. has a few sponsors 
that pay or donate in exchange for us introducing them to you, can I tell you about one group?" 
 



"Okay, I think I have everything and lastly we have a few sponsors that help with these 
interviews and conducting our research, one of them arranges for five of the top ten real estate 
agents to come and make a guaranteed bid on your home when you're ready to list, and from 
what I understand that'll be in two weeks is that right?" 
 
"Okay outstanding, now something that a lot of sellers have asked use about is a sponsor we 
have that arranges for three of the top real estate agents in (City) to come in one afternoon 
one after another and basically fight for your listing.  Make sense? 
 
If you already know which agent you plan to list with then we'd ask that you not do this 
because these agents are top producers and they sponsor us with the understanding that the 
sellers they present to will pick a winner that afternoon - so we ask that if this is arranged for 
you and that you're impressed with the agents that you pick one to list with when they come 
out to your house, is that fair?" 
 
"Okay, some of the homeowners we interview ask for us to arrange for top agents to come to 
their house when they're ready to list so they can pick one, do you want to considered a 
candidate for this program?" 
 
Bottom line: 
Seller understands they will pick an agent 
They can pick the day for the agents to come out 
They understand there is a sponsor arranging this 
 
Now you need agents to Service 
 
"Hi this is Max with the (Council) we're interviewing local agents for an upcoming article in 
Chicago Tribune..." 
 
"Hi this is Max with the (Council) and we're working with the attorney general on real estate 
scams in (City)..." 
 
"Hi this is Max with the (council) and we're scheduling bus tours right now and looking for the 
best houses to put on the tour, if you think you're listings would be a good candidate..." 
 
"Hi this Max with Johnson County High School and I'm interning for the (Council) and as part of 
an assignment I'm interviewing some agents to profile on our website..." 
 
"Hi this is Max with United Church and when our members ask us for recommendations on real 
estate agents, we don't know what to tell them - so I'm looking for agents to interview so we 
can pick a few to send people to..." 
 



Important Note: what you call yourself can help you ask more intrusive questions... 
 
"Hi this is Max with the (Council) and we're right now we're doing an article on marketing 
practices of top agents and I'm looking for agents to interview and potentially profile..." 
 
"Hi this is Max with the Johnson County High and we're doing some research on real estate 
marketing and business practices and I have no idea who to interview or who to start with so if 
you could..." 
 
Always ask for recommendations... 
 
Interview with agent: 
 
Remember interview Policies - be endearing, play dumb, be curious... don't be afraid to do the 
MATH right there on the phone... 
 
So how long have you been an agent? 
What do you recommend for people starting in real estate? 
How much does it cost to get a buyer right now? 
What is your transaction value? 
What's your secret to success? 
Do you prefer brand/image marketing or direct marketing? 
Do you focus on listings or buyers? 
What area do you focus on most? 
What is the most profitable niche? 
What are your metrics, lead, ROI, etc.? 
 
Sponsoring 
 
"Wonderful, I think I've got everything we need, lastly we have a few church sponsors we're 
working with and they have sellers who want to be connected with good agents who can list 
their homes and actually sell them, how do you recommend our church sponsors make the 
most money with this resource?" 
 
Recommendation Studies - just using the words "What do you recommend" can 
increase compliance over 10x. 
 
"Fantastic, now we also have a few sponsors we're working with and when sellers ask to be 
introduced to an agent to list their house with our sponsors connect them with an appropriate 
agent, right now they're working with 11 of the top fifty agents - would you want to be 
considered in that group of preferred agents?" 
 



"Okay, also we have a sponsor that helps schedule presentations when sellers are ready to list 
their house with an agent - from what I understand you're familiar with listing presentations? 
 
Great, well the way this works is that 3-5 agents are sent to a house in one afternoon at 
different times and the seller picks the agent they think is best to list their house, and that 
agent then pays the group when they sign the listing, make sense? 
 
(How much - Policize this...) 
 
Okay, they're usually looking for a top 20 or top 50 agent to send to these sellers, right now I'm 
only authorized to accept and submit offers, so if you'd like to be considered for that I can help 
get your offer submitted and hopefully get you an answer quickly?" 
 
 
Dear Top Agent, 
 
I'm Max with Keller County Church and right now sellers are asking us to introduce them to 
some good agents that can perform. 
 
So we arrange for 3-5 agents to go to a seller's home and present their case (one after 
another) in one afternoon and the seller picks the winner. 
 
We're looking for quality agents to include in our rotation, so right now we're accepting offers 
for how much you would donate if you were included and you won. 
 
So if you are a top agent, can present well and know how much a listing is worth to you, please 
let me know. 
 
Thanks! 
 
Max 
 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 



Some simple math... 

10 interviews/day (as a Policy they should do NO LESS than 30) 
@ just 20% that's TWO appointments 
Ten a week 
If only half of them convert at $500 
That's $2,500/week or $500 a day 
 
If it takes 20 "calls" a day that is $25 every time the phone is picked up 
 
You're probably realized that hitting $2,500 a day isn't hard with this model... 
 
Realistic? 
Just wait... 
... come on up guys. 
 

 


